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1 Introduction

This notes explains, by means of an example, how to use an Excel-based system which simulates
artificial neural nets.

The system is developed by Angshuman Saha and it is available at the following internet address

http://www.geocities.com/adotsaha/NNinExcel.html

In fact there are two systems, one for classification and one for prediction; here we show an example
using the one for classification, and the prediction system seems to work pretty much in a similar
way. You simply download a file, and if you got a recent version of Excel installed, you double-click,
and it starts. You need, though, to click OK to allow macros. In brief, the system has the following
features.

• You can define your own feed-forward, back-propagation networks with 1 or 2 hidden layers.

• You can enter training data, set various learning parameters, start a learning phase and see
the results (error rate, etc.) presented in various ways, including graphically.

• You can afterwards type in specific input data for classification.

All what is needed to know in order to use the system is described in the first sheet ReadMe, and
in this documents I describe only a little example developed in the system, so that you can get
started with your own exercise.

The only thing that the system does not help you with is the preparation and entering of
data, but I have based this example on data generated using Excel (Excel has a random number
generator).

The present note is not intended to be read separately, and you are should have had an intro-
duction to neural nets, and for your own applications, you should definitely study the description
provided by Saha’s system.
2 The example

Training data need to be produced by the user and entered manually into the Excel sheet, which means that it is not easy to enter, say, digitized pictures, although this should in principle be possible.

In the following we consider a small example which has the nice property that training data, including classifications, can be produced automatically.

We consider here samples of colours represented as triplets of red-green-blue (RGB) values, each being a decimal number between 0 and 1.

Such triplets are considered input data to the neural net, and output is a classification of which of the basic colours is dominant. This is defined simply by which of them that has the greatest value. We use letters r, g, b for classification, and the following table shows two samples together with their classification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Red</th>
<th>Green</th>
<th>Blue</th>
<th>Dominant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

So our task is to produce a set of such data, get them into Saha’s system, and to train and test a network.

The networks will be successful if it has been able to learn the relatively simple mathematical function that determines the classification above. More precisely, that the function stored in the net after training resembles the “true” classification function.

3 Setting up the network type plus parameters for learning

We assume that we have downloaded a copy of the file NNClass.xls and that we have made a copy of that file which we call NNClassColours.xls. We open this file and click UserInput at the bottom of the window.

We need to set Number of Inputs which for our example is 3. We will in this experiment use a very simple network to see how well it performs (then we can always make it more complicated if needed). Thus we select for Number of Hidden Layers, the option 1; notice that when you click this field, a little menu pops up.

We need also specify the number of nodes in the hidden layer which we can do in the field Hidden Layer sizes where we select 2 — thus a very simple network.

We need also inform the system here about how large training data we plan to use. We stay with the default value 150. We would like to work with both training and validation data, so we find Training / Validation Set in the sheet, press the neighbouring field which initially reads Use whole data as training set and chose the other option Partition data into Training / Validation set.

To specify that we want to use 100 samples as training data and 50 for validation, we chose option 2 and insert the number 50 in the relevant field in the bottom of this sheet.

There are a lot of other parameters that we just leave as they are.

Notice the big button labeled Build Model. Do not press it now, because you need to fill in data first.
4 Setting up variables

To get to the sheet where the data are to be entered, click Data at the bottom of the window. As you notice there are some sample data in the sheet already that are not relevant for our experiment, so let us select a sufficiently lange square with upper left corner AC105 and use the Edit → Clear command to get rid of those data. Next we change the types and names of variables according to our own experiment. We insert the following:

The type Cont indicates that the variable ranges over real numbers, and Output indicates two things, namely that it is the output variable and, secondly, that it must be categorical, which means that it ranges over a set of names, which fits our classification into one of r, g, b which we refer to the variable Dominant.

Now we could in principle type our training data into the next 150 rows in the sheet, amounting to some 600 fields. However, we'll do something smarter...

5 Preparing and entering data

For this experiment, we'll generate artificial data with the value of the output variable determined by a mathematical function. One way of doing is this using Excel, and that is what we'll do here.

So we start a new Excel sheet, which we call GenerateColourData.xls, and enter the formula =RAND() in each of A1, B1, C1. This function will, when evaluated, return a random value between 0 and 1. In order to calculate the output variable, i.e., the classification of which colour is dominant, we enter the following formula in D1:

=IF(AND(A1>B1,A1>C1),"r",IF(B1>C1,"g","b"))

This may result in the following picture:

Finally, let us copy row one and paste it into rows 2–150, and we have our data visible in front of us.
To get these data into our neural net sheet, NNClassColours.xls, we should copy the rows 1–150 of GenerateColourData.xls, and paste them into the Data sheet of NNClassColours.xls, more precisely a square whose upper left corner is AC105.

Copying data is difficult using MS products, and attempts to do this using Excel's standard commands such as Paste Special may occasionally lead to strange behaviour. So we stick to the classical technique that solves many such anomalies: Copy the data, and paste them into a window of a flat text editor and then copy the date once again from there.

In more details, we succeeded in getting the date over in the following way (it may work different under different versions of Excel and different operating systems):

1. Select the cells from A1 to D150 of GenerateColourData.xls and do Copy.

2. Open a flat text editor (we used BBedit under MacOs), and do Paste.

3. Do Select All.

4. Select cell AC105 of NNClassColours.xls and do Paste.

Now you may be lucky that you have pasted a set of training data into your neural network machine NNClassColours.xls.

6 Training the neural network

To start the training of the net with the chosen parameters and training data you should first close the GenerateColourData.xls window (perhaps saving it). If you forget this step, very strange things may occasionally happen (there is only explanation to this: MS).
Now go to the UserInput sheet of NNClassColours.xls, and press the big button entitled Build Model. You can follow what happens in the bottom bar of the window, and when the learning phase has finished, you can see a nice presentation of the results in the sheet Output. The Calc sheet allows you to enter new data and have them classified.

Now, back to our particular example. In the Output sheet we observe that the net and the settings tend to have a fixed error rate of 10%. However, as we have used only one hidden layer and with only two nodes, this may not be a surprise.

The next thing to do, is then to experiment with other nets, making them more advanced, step by step, and see how much is needed to achieve better results.

7 Exercises

If you can invent another example for which the training data can be generated in a similar easy way, you are most welcome to work with that instead and modify the questions below accordingly. Otherwise continue with the example we have shown so far.

7.1

Redo from scratch the example explained above, so that you have your own Excel sheet ready for experimentation.

7.2

Add gradually more nodes in the hidden layer and/or try with one more layer as to find the smallest net that gives acceptable results.

7.3

For the solution that you found in the previous question, experiment to find out what is the optimal sizes of training and validation sets. (Optimal may mean as small as possible and that increasing the sizes does not give much improvements).

7.4

Will different values of other parameters influence the performance, and how?

7.5

This question is about overfitting. Explain to yourselves what this words means and try to organize you training data and parameters such that your trained model will exhibit this (undesired phenomenon).

7.6

Try to make the classification problem more complicated by extending the set of possible classifications, e.g., by saying that
• The dominant colour is **black** if sum of RGB is less than 0.3. (NB: This will most likely make larger training sets relevant).

• The dominant colour is **white** if sum of RGB is close to 2.7.

• Define in similar ways what it means for the dominating colours to be either **cyan**, **magenta**, or **yellow**.